/ Time, Technics, and the Transmission of Culture
Alberto Vanasco's "Post-Bombum" (1967) is a prime example of the recurrent and reflexive concern in Argentine science fiction with questions of cultural transmission and the role of literature and the arts in future societies. In a postnuclear world, three men realize the importance of writing down everything they can remember and teaching the few surviving children the basics of human history and scientific knowledge. With the aim of creating a kind of encyclopedia to help a new generation condemned to start everything from scratch, they rack their brains for facts about Roman emperors, Pythagoras's theorem, and Newton's law of universal gravitation. When one of them suggests including an entry on literature, the idea is quickly dismissed: "No, literatura no. Tenemos que poner cosas fundamentales. Por ejemplo, ¿qué es una bomba atómica? ¿Cómo se hace? Eso sería muy importante" (No, not literature. We have to put essential things in. For example, what is an atomic bomb? How is it made? That would be very important).
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Without the moral and ideological matrix of literature, and its role in cultural transmission from one generation to the next, we are led to suspect that this new society will charge even faster into the errors of the old. Vanasco's apocalyptic scenario would seem to reinforce Francis Fukuyama's claim that, for good or for ill, the development of modern science follows an irreversible path. Fukuyama argues that even a global nuclear catastrophe would not prevent science from reasserting itself as a crucial and determining element of human civilization. Given the relationship between science and war, humanity would quickly reinvent the technology that had brought about the catastrophe in the first place, for "even if one could destroy modern weapons and the specific knowledge of how to produce them, one could not eliminate the memory of the method that made their production possible." 2 This argument concerning the irreversibility of modern scientific advance becomes the primary defense for Fukuyama's main thesis in The End of History and the Last Man, justifying his argument for the existence of a universal, directional history that brings about uniform social changes, in time, across different nations and cultures. 3 This chapter explores three Argentine novels, written around the turn of the twenty-first century, each of which constructs an apocalyptic or postapocalyptic scenario in order to propose the dramatic reversal or fragmentation of this apparently irreversible path of science. At the same time, they challenge the broader implications of Fukuyama's theory, its Hegelian optimism, and particularly its central claim that all the world's states are bound, by the forces of history, eventually to become liberal democracies and to embrace capitalism as a natural consequence of an inevitable scientific evolution. If these novels reject the notion of a universal history, however, they do not abandon the historicity that many critics have found to be a defining feature of the science fiction genre. By disrupting, superimposing, and reversing temporalities, the writers denaturalize the course of history, showing it not to be governed by some kind of universal and inevitable directionality, but by a series of decisions that are political in nature.
The three texts discussed here are linked by a central theme: the question of the transmission of culture in a society descending rapidly into chaos and brutality. Rafael Pinedo's Plop (2004) presents a desolate vision of the triumph of barbarism in a postapocalyptic wasteland, as the last book owned by the tribe, the sole vestige of textual and scientific culture, is cast into the mud. In Pedro Mairal's El año del desierto (2005) , Argentina regresses at vertiginous and ignominious speed back through its history, with books and learning quickly jettisoned as the difficult business of survival takes over in an increasingly dangerous world. Eduardo Blaustein sets his Cruz diablo (1997) in a nation that is fatally bound to the conflicts of the past but that has lost contact with its cultural heritage: even the artificial implants citizens use to enhance their skills, knowledge, or moods cannot prevent the art of singing from dying out altogether. All three novels investigate the codependence of culture and technology, a relationship that will be traced with reference to Bernard Stiegler's work on the role of technics in the transmission of culture. Their understanding of the evolution of human society moves decidedly away from the social-Darwinist paradigm that dominated the greater part of nineteenth-and early twentieth-century science fiction, both in Argentina and elsewhere. The alternative conception that emerges in these texts coincides instead with recent work in the philosophy and anthropology of evolution that-taking issue with the nativist theory that behavior is hard-wired into our genes-emphasizes the role of social learning and cultural transmission in the development of human society.
The fear of social and cultural degeneration, a common theme in many nineteenth-century literatures, has persisted as a significant narrative topos in Argentine science fiction throughout the twentieth century and beyond. El año del desierto and Cruz diablo draw on, and interrogate, the enduring power of nineteenth-century discourses of civilization and barbarism in Argentina. In their depictions of apocalypse and endings, they return insistently to the nation's beginnings. They do so in order to reflect on the nation's dramatic decline during the twentieth century from the apogee of its affluence, political stability, and industrial advance around 1880-1910, as well as to focus on the violence of the military dictatorship of 1976-83 and the more recent financial collapse of 2001. The future society envisioned in these novels, and in Plop, is one that is deeply segregated in class terms, brutal in its repression of rebellion and difference, and that has atomized into warring tribes. Its members are entirely bereft of the social or economic protection that might be afforded by a responsible and effective central government. In other words, the nation these novels project into the future clearly bears the legacies of the political and economic crises of the past and present.
Plop, El año del desierto, and Cruz diablo might be classed as a kind of "antiscience fiction": while set in the future and written in an apocalyptic key, these novels imagine the loss of scientific culture or the reversal of technological advance. I maintain, however, that these novels are best approached as a specific branch of the science fiction genre. They clearly differ from fantastic literature in the attention they pay to causality and the historicist and materialist explanations they offer for the social changes they present. Furthermore, in all three cases, the principal focus remains on the decisive impact of technology and scientific knowledge on the evolution of culture and society: the difference is merely that these writers do not explore the consequences of new advances in science-as in most science fictionbut of their sudden reversal. By historicizing book culture as just one (albeit lengthy and significant) stage in human evolution, these texts place less emphasis on the discursive constructs of literature than on its material qualities as a technical support for cultural transmission. They subject the linear temporality of modernity to a consistent displacement and defamiliarization and encourage us to adopt an alternative perspective on the evolution of human society that challenges the idea of progress at the heart of modernity and capitalism. They suggest that it is not that the advent and obsolescence of different technologies become markers for social and cultural development, but that-as Stiegler argues-our sense of time itself is structured by the use of technics.
Cultural Transmission, Apocalypse, and the End of History in Plop
It rains constantly on the vast plain inhabited by a few nomadic tribes, who are well practiced in the cruel and degrading art of survival in a postapocalyptic world. An unspecified catastrophe-ecological, military, or both-has laid the countryside to waste, with contaminated rivers running through mounds of the remnants of civilization: fetid rags and rusting tin cans. Virtually everything that can be eaten or recycled has already been gathered. With a quasi-anthropological rigor, the narrator records the rites and taboos of these new societies. Sexual acts, performed at a whim and in public, are not subject to taboo but a very important part of group relationships. Indeed, the verb "to use" reserved for this practice-"lo usó" (she used him), "se dejó usar" (he allowed himself to be used), "fueron usados" (they were used)-is denaturalized, stripped of any association with abuse: rather, it is perhaps the highest form of honor accorded to another person in a society of scarce resources, only sustained by the painful eking-out of all goods. "Reciclar" (recycling) is the euphemistic description given to the use of human body parts upon death: hair, skin, teeth, flesh; even the femur can be made into a flute and bartered.
The tribes have little use for anything that cannot be eaten or exchanged for food, and Pinedo charts the total decline of literacy skills and the eclipse of the knowledge economy. On one memorable occasion in Plop's childhood, the oldest woman in the tribe gives a public reading from the last remaining book, which sketches out what we would recognize as the "Big Bang" theory of the origin of the universe. The young protagonist doesn't understand a single word, but is mesmerized, like the rest of the crowd gathered to listen, by the sound of old Goro's voice, which, "sonora, clara" (resonant, clear), sends the audience into a trance-like state. 4 Despite his boredom, Plop notices the startling effect of Goro's performance on the crowd and observes that the old woman seems much taller than usual. Reading has fallen into disuse, and the skill is learned by very few; Goro, selecting Plop as her disciple, takes him to another tribe to be taught to read and entrusts the Big Bang text to him on her deathbed.
Plop is not a good choice to carry the burden of cultural transmission for the tribe's future generations. His descent into power-crazed cruelty and evil is shocking even by the tribe's own standards. Toward the end of the novel, in a final attempt to regain his waning authority, Plop tries to repeat Goro's trick. He flourishes the papers he has kept and announces, "Voy a leer" (I'm going to read) to the gathered audience, just as Goro had done many years previously. Yet despite his attempt to reproduce the exact conditions of the miracle, the people are unimpressed at the sight of the papers; he reads with difficulty, tongue-tied, and no one listens. Plop's reign of terror has brutalized his people, who have long since lost all interest in history, myth, science, or any ideas that do not immediately serve the task of survival. As Plop, the last reader of the tribe, throws the only remaining written text into the mud, he effects the total erasure of literary culture and casts into oblivion one of the most powerful scientific models to date to explain the origins of the universe. He will soon meet the same fate as the book. Human culture appears destined for certain distinction: the tribe has been decimated through violence and starvation, the radiated landscape is completely infertile, and little remains from which to fashion tools. This is the scenario that Fukuyama could not envision: a society that has entirely lost contact with its past, and has no means of reconstructing the methods by which it arrived at a knowledge of the natural world.
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If human culture and memory in Plop is entirely erased, to the point that "nunca existió otra cosa que barro" (nothing had ever existed apart from mud), 6 it is clear that this is the consequence of a crisis in social learning and cultural transmission. In his recent work on what makes human evolution unique, Kim Sterelny emphasizes the "special role" of cultural learning, 7 which ensures the intergenerational transfer of social and ecological knowledge and explains why the human trajectory differs so remarkably from that of our nearest ape relatives. "Apprentice learning," which Sterelny observes to be a particularly powerful way to acquire complex skills, is evidently dying out in Plop's world: the groups learning to read quickly dwindle, as do the henchmen Plop trains: given the scarcity of resources and the violence within and between tribes, there is simply no one else left to train. The fate of human society in Plop resonates strongly with Sterelny's account of the extinction of the Neanderthals. Forced by environmental changes into small groups of decreasing size, the Neanderthals, whose relatively sophisticated methods of hunting depended on "extensive cognitive capital," were increas-ingly unable to preserve their skills and transmit them to future generations. 8 As Sterelny claims, If survival depends on the cultural transmission of large amounts of information and expertise, the chance of survival goes down as group size declines. Such transmission is less robust, more fragile and noisy, as groups become small and isolated.
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This is precisely the scenario that leads to the destruction of human culture in Plop. Sterelny's principal claim in The Evolved Apprentice, that "the distinctive character of human social life depends on the accumulation, preservation and intergenerational transmission of cognitive capital," 10 broadly complements Stiegler's argument for the central role of technics in human culture. Drawing on the earlier work of the archaeologist and anthropologist André Leroi-Gourhan, Stiegler asserts the primordial importance of tool use in the formation of the human, countering the view that human uniqueness may be principally located in the size of the human brain, in language, or in consciousness. He argues that human consciousness is made possible by technics, which has nevertheless been "repressed" in Western philosophy from its very origins and remains "unthought."
11 It is through a process of exteriorization, in which memory is inscribed in tools or objects that outlast the individual, that we are able to draw on a collective repository of skills and experiences, "to adopt an experience, to make it part of one's own past even if one did not live it oneself."
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Plop demonstrates the crucial role of technics in the development of human culture and emphasizes that we do not approach technology as alreadyformed human subjects; instead, technology and the human coemerge and remain codependent. If technics has made possible the prodigious advance of human culture, Plop reminds us that the latter is also, by that same token, vulnerable to collapse and even erasure, with the loss of the material supports used to transmit knowledge from one individual or generation to another. Given the exactitude of its recordings, writing represents for Stiegler a particularly powerful form of technics, permitting "a new possibility of access to the past." 13 In Plop, the book-the repository par excellence of cultural memory and learning-is obliterated, and along with it all knowledge of recent advances in human culture, as the tribes descend with an almost unthinkable swiftness into ignorance and indifference.
Reading Plop continually reminds us of our own access to a repository of cultural and scientific knowledge that is now unavailable to the novel's characters. We become involved in conscious acts of (re)cognition: when we learn, for example, that the ubiquitous mud is faintly luminescent in the dark, we infer that it must be radioactive and therefore highly likely to be the source of the cancers suffered by many inhabitants. We become acutely aware that our reading of the novel relies heavily on a preexisting knowledge of science and postapocalyptic science fiction, which includes representations of nuclear holocaust and environmental catastrophe. What makes Plop a particularly unusual contribution to the apocalyptic strain of science fiction is that the paucity of its vocabulary and the limitations placed on narrative observation (the narrator restricts himself to the relating of bald facts) do not allow for the kind of scientific or pseudoscientific excurses, the speculative reasoning or the moral treatises usually associated with the genre. One of Pinedo's triumphs in Plop is to develop a pared-down language that bears the ravages of the tribe's own regressions, acting as witness to the impoverishment of culture and science. Brief sentences of very simple syntactical composition are arranged in short paragraphs, often of a single sentence, and the repetition of certain words, phrases, and structures mimics the poverty of resources in Pinedo's imagined society. The carcinogenic effect of postnuclear waste is observed in the text in the most unscientific of terms: "había que alejarse, para que las mujeres no empezaran a parir hijos deformes y a la gente no le crecieran bolas de carne desde adentro" (you had to keep away, so that the women didn't start giving birth to deformed babies and lumps of flesh didn't grow inside people). 14 Describing cancer as "lumps of flesh" that grow inside the body estranges us from contemporary science, returning us to a state of knowledge that predates advances in molecular biology that can now explain more precisely the relationship between ionizing radiation, DNA mutation, and cancerous tumors.
Plop certainly taps into twentieth-century fears of ecological disaster and the exhaustion of the world's resources, themes common in science fiction as well as other genres of literature. It may also-at more of a stretch, perhaps-encode a specifically post-2001 rejection of the moral bankruptcy of neoliberalism, as Zac Zimmer suggests in his analysis of the novel. 15 However, the novel's stark narrative, stripped of virtually all historical and geographical markers, acquires the universality and the moral framing of a fable; it encourages reflection on the evolution of human society in the broadest possible sense. Its overriding, reflexive concern is with the destruction of the printed book itself, as the pinnacle and greatest motor of human knowledge and civilization. Just as they have flourished in tandem, scientific and literary culture meet their end together. As Patrick Parrinder reminds us, "Galileo's discoveries consist of what he is able to write down, not of what he literally sees through his telescope." 16 Significant scientific advancement is inconceivable in the absence of a text-based culture. Plop imagines a scenario that Fukuyama found unthinkable: the total erasure of scientific knowledge and culture and the bestialization of the human race. As a work of what I have referred to as "antiscience fiction," Plop adds nothing to our knowledge of science or its potential future developments, but much to our understanding of the conditions and material supports that are indispensable for the transmission of scientific ideas and cultural memory.
Evolution in Reverse: Post-Darwinism and Mnemotechnics in El año del desierto
Pedro Mairal's El año del desierto also stages the rapid degeneration of society into barbarism, but maps it very precisely with reference to the local and national. At the novel's opening, the decline in technology in Buenos Aires has already begun: mobile phones are no longer in use, television broadcasts are curtailed, and although the protagonist María still has a computer on her office desk, the system stopped working several months ago. This decline accelerates to a bewildering speed as the unexplained phenomenon of "la intemperie" (the battering elements) 17 sweeps in a destructive wave toward central Buenos Aires, razing buildings to the ground. The affluent Barrio Norte is transformed into a slum, besieged by the homeless who are camping out in doorways, in tents, or under sheets of cardboard or corrugated iron. It becomes clear that this is just the first stage in a much broader, apocalyptic transformation in which the nation is beginning to cycle backward through its history. The capital shrinks, reversing its process of expansion: as the mighty Avenida del Libertador withers to a tree-lined lane and whole neighborhoods are reduced to scrubland, María observes that "el campo se estaba comiendo la ciudad" (the country was swallowing up the city). 18 We are transported back to the power struggles of the nineteenth century, as the frontier with indigenous tribes rolls backward toward Buenos Aires and competing armies battle for ascendance in a yet-to-be-unified nation.
Unlike Plop, then, El año del desierto is firmly rooted in the political and economic history of Argentina. Critics writing on the text have traced some of the numerous ways in which Mairal's apocalyptic vision is stoked by the experience of the Argentine Crisis of 2001, in which the collapse of the peso and a run on banks provoked widespread social unrest and political instability, while plunging a large proportion of the country into poverty.
19 Mairal's novel clearly references what have become iconic images of the Crisis and its aftermath, such as the sudden increased presence of the homeless on the streets of Buenos Aires, and the appearance of horses and carts in the city center, driven in from the city's peripheries by cartoneros to collect recyclable goods from domestic waste. More than this, however, it effectively evokes the sense of helplessness and the loss of state protection that characterized the experience of so many during the Crisis, and envisages a swift descent into utter chaos that was all too imaginable during its worst weeks and months.
Like many Argentine novels and films of the late 1990s and early 2000s, El año del desierto incorporates an acerbic critique of capitalism and the blood-sucking finance industry. The only building left standing in Buenos Aires at the end of the narrative is the tower block owned by the investment company Suárez & Baitos, whose executives have turned to cannibalism to preserve themselves at the expense of the rest of society. It is perhaps no coincidence that the tower block in question, Torre Garay, shares its name with Juan de Garay, Spanish conquistador and one of the founders of the city of Buenos Aires. 20 According to the account of another conquistador and chronicler, the German Ulrich Schmídel, the early Spanish settlers of Buenos Aires were indeed driven to cannibalism as a means of survival.
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Here and elsewhere, Mairal constructs an unbroken line of economic exploitation and mutual self-destruction linking present-day Argentina to its nineteenth-century conflicts and back to the Spanish colonizers. While the novel advances forward through a twelve-month period of María's life, it simultaneously rewinds backward through Argentine history, racing back through the turbulent nineteenth century to the pre-Independence viceroyalty of Spain. As María A. Semilla Durán observes, this interweaving of time frames allows Mairal to create a series of displacements that "indican los mismos brotes de barbarie a lo largo de toda la historia" (point to the same outbreaks of barbarism throughout history). 22 The effect is to place recent events, including the brutal treatment of the disappeared by the military regime, within a broader historical narrative of violence and exclusion. Zimmer likewise finds that novel's unusual chronology permits a critique of the present to be combined with a historicizing perception that "the beginning already carried the seeds of the end." 23 This narrative compression of history is heightened by the novel's inclusion of a wealth of literary allusions. As the narrative retreats further into the past, Mairal's story of outlaws and deserters in the pampas of Argentina takes on the themes and modes of nineteenth-century literatura gauchesca. His narration of the descent of Argentina into barbarism is insistently framed by references to, and rewritings of, texts by a number of the nation's foundational or most iconic authors. María comes across a slaughterhouse clearly intended to evoke the brutal scene of animal and human butchery in Esteban Echeverría's El matadero (1838) and, like her namesake in that author's narrative poem La cautiva (1837), she is captured and enslaved by Indians. Like Echeverría, Mairal finds something of dignity and value in the "savagery" of these indigenous societies and tempers his critique with a partial rearticulation of the Romantic exaltation of nature and traditions associated with the land. When María reflects that "debajo de la ciudad, siempre había estado latente el descampado" (beneath the city, the waste ground has always lain latent"), 24 she calls to mind the conflict between city and country dramatized in seminal novels and essays by Domingo Faustino Sarmiento and Ezequiel Martínez Estrada, and the persistent depiction in Argentine discourse of civilization as something precarious and always subject to threat from an underlying barbarism. Julio Cortázar's famous short story "Casa tomada" (1946) is appropriated as a means of heightening the cultural and political resonance of the imagined incursion of the homeless into the middleclass dwellings of the affluent Barrio Norte. Cortázar's protagonists-the endlessly knitting Irene and her brother-reappear in El año del desierto, dislodged from their house by squatters, a fate now replicated across the whole neighborhood.
The role of such densely woven literary references in deepening the novel's compression of history is particularly evident in the rewriting of a stanza taken from Borges's poem "Fundación mítica de Buenos Aires." The opening lines of the original poem read as follows:
¿Y fue por este río de sueñera y de barro que las proas vinieron a fundarme la patria? Irían a los tumbos los barquitos pintados entre los camalotes de la corriente zaina.
And was it along this drowsy, muddy river that the prows came to found my country? They would have lurched and reeled, those little painted boats, among the water plants in the dark brown current.
María discovers the following verses scribbled in a neighbor's notebook, a parodic version of Borges's own: ¿Y fue por este río de sueñera y de sangre que las vuelos vinieron a arruinarme la patria? Irían con sus chumbos los milicos pintados arrojando los cuerpos a la corriente zaina.
And was it along this drowsy, bloodied river that the flights came to ruin my country? They would have had their revolvers with them, those painted soldiers, throwing the bodies into the dark brown current.
The altered phrases, rendered in italics above, unmistakably refer to the ruinous violence of the dictatorship of 1976-83, and specifically its favored method of "disappearing" the bodies of dissidents: throwing them from airplanes into the sea. The confidence expressed in the last line of Borges's poem, in which he states of Buenos Aires that "la juzgo tan eterna como el agua y el aire" (I judge it to be as eternal as water and air) has turned out, in Mairal's imagined future, to be horribly misplaced. The appropriation of Borges's poem thus throws into relief the role of the military's crimes in undoing the nation and shattering its dreams and ambitions, contrasting the ruin of the present with the hope of the past.
The foundering of the nation's prosperity is made all the more poignant in Mairal's interweaving of an inversion of James Joyce's "Eveline" into the narrative. Like Joyce's Eveline, Mairal's María is courted by a sailor called Frank, who asks her to leave with him and settle down with him in a new country. Neither Eveline nor María can bring herself to leave; they therefore lose the opportunity they are given to escape oppression, and both abandon their Franks at the docks. But the new life Frank offers Eveline in Joyce's story was to be spent in Buenos Aires, which in 1904-the year in which "Eveline" was written-represented a land of promise and freedom. Mairal reverses the trajectory, having María stay in a poverty-stricken, repressive Buenos Aires rather than travel with Frank to start a new life in Dublin. In doing so he mimics the shift from immigration to reverse migration that takes us from the first heady decades of Argentine economic strength in the twentieth century to years following the Crisis of 2001, which saw the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of European immigrants flee the country in search for jobs and a better life in Europe.
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As Semilla Durán observes, this is "un apocalipsis criollo, hecho de retazos de sueños o de cuerpos deshechos" (a Latin American apocalypse, made from fragments of dreams or broken bodies). 26 The literary haunt-ings of El año del desierto consistently show us the shattered dreams at the heart of this apocalypse, presenting the city and the nation as mythological constructs as well as material ones. They do so in ways that resonate with Benjamin's approach to Paris in The Arcades Project (1927-40) : like Benjamin, Mairal cannot approach the real city without first immersing himself in the mythopoetic power of its literature. The material city is always overlaid and interwoven with the imaginative visions it has inspired. As she walks through the city, María's journey is one that does not merely take her through its many spaces, and backward through its history, but also through the pages of the many works of literature it has prompted. The city is composed of these texts as much as it is by streets, blocks, and gardens. On the first night that she spends in the city center, María hears the three shots that kill El Rufián Melancólico in Roberto Arlt's Los lanzallamas (1931) and sees his body lying on the street. The underworld setting and slang of Arlt's novels are perfectly evoked in the (invented) phrase that Mairal gives to one of the killers: "Andá a saber qué inmundicia venía pensando el muy cafisho" (Who knows what filth that pimp was thinking about). 27 In an interview, Mairal acknowledges that a mí me interesaba mostrar una Buenos Aires sintáctica, donde si el personaje atravesaba Diagonal Norte y Suipacha, pasaba por el lugar donde lo mataron al rufián melancólico de Arlt en ese momento, como si existiera una Buenos Aires hecha de párrafos de la literatura argentina.
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I wanted to present a syntactic Buenos Aires, where a character crossing the junction of Diagonal Norte and Suipacha would pass through the place where Arlt's Rufián Melancólico was killed at that moment in time, as if there existed a Buenos Aires made up of paragraphs from Argentine literature.
Semilla Durán suggests that Mairal's citations, inversions, and transpositions of literary narratives dismantle the national canon, producing unorthodox meanings as they are transplanted into different contexts.
29 Mairal certainly demonstrates that literature, so key to the establishment of Argentina's founding discourses, is also heavily implicated in its disintegration, as a space in which the nation's contradictions, conflicts, prejudices, and exclusions are given voice. From the racial stereotyping of nineteenth-century fiction and its polarizing of city and countryside, to the dangerous streets of Arlt's novels or the middle-class anxieties of Cortázar's "Casa tomada," Argentine literature has played an important role in constructing and magnifying the exclusionary discourses that have shaped the nation's evolution to the present day. Semilla Durán's acute observation that Mairal's recognizably Latin American apocalypse is constructed from "broken bodies" as well as shattered dreams points to another possible reading of the novel, however, which places much greater emphasis on the material and on direct sensory experience rather than the sublimations of literature. On this reading, Buenos Aires is not set up for-or even hastened toward-ruination by the nationalist fantasies or the exclusionary rhetoric of its literary discourse; this comes instead as an inevitable consequence of the demise of cultural technologies, of which the literary text is one.
Mairal's emphasis on the frailty of Argentina's nation-building and civilizing projects might be seen to resurrect and reinforce the nation's founding literary myth of civilization and barbarism, presenting the twenty-first century's advances as nothing more than a veneer that is quickly erased in the nation's regression back to its barbaric origins. However, his understanding of progress and evolution does not entirely fit within the Darwinian framework that informed so many nineteenth-and twentieth-century literary and political texts in Argentina, from Sarmiento to Lugones, Quiroga, and Arlt. These writers sought to understand human evolution as a function of genetics, to emphasize the shared biological heritage of humans and monkeys, or to apply the dynamics of natural selection to human advancement. One might think, for example, of Sarmiento's racialized narratives, the disturbing human-ape fusions and regressions of Quiroga's "El mono que asesinó" (1909) or Lugones's "Yzur" (Las fuerzas extrañas, 1906), or Arlt's emplotment of Darwin's "struggle for life" in El juguete rabioso (1926) . By contrast, Mairal demonstrates the extent to which human culture does not simply evolve according to Darwinian natural selection, but is artificially accelerated by means of technics. His vision corresponds much more closely to that of Stiegler, for whom technics supports a transmission of culture from one generation to the next, "a new form of memory that can no longer be inscribed in Darwinian terminology."
30 While individual memory is erased at the moment of death, "Inheriting and adopting a tool means inheriting a part of the experience of the one(s) who bequeathed it: it is to adopt an experience, to make it part of one's own past even if one did not live it oneself." 31 This is why Stiegler emphasizes the importance of adoption, rather than adaptation, in the evolution of human culture. Mairal's choice to chart the evolution of society in reverse in his novel has an important estranging effect, heightening an awareness of the relationship between the development of technics and the evolution of human society and culture. The sheer speed with which Argentina's progress is unraveled is, of course, fantastical and hyperbolic, but it does draw attention to the pace of historical development from the nineteenth century to the present day, a speed that cannot easily be explained with reference to the extremely slow pace of gene-based evolution. For Stiegler, and for Mairal, it is technics that comes first, giving rise to changing forms of human culture. In El año del desierto, as supplies of antibiotics and surgical instruments start to run out, the hospitals of Buenos Aires have to resort to premodern practices such as bloodletting, homemade poultices, and the use of cupping glasses. Such desperate measures have an immediate effect on beliefs and practices more widely: in the provinces, science is replaced by superstitious practices and spiritual healers, while the village priest preaches against technology and progress and calls his congregation to return to laboring on the land.
It is at this point that Mairal's novel definitively parts company with Echeverría's more Romantic vision of premodern culture. Mairal shows us beyond a doubt that antitechnological idylls are rooted in slavery and the oppression of women, and that, bereft of certain specific scientific and technological objects, we would quickly lose the social advances that accompanied their introduction. The loss of IT systems initially enhances sociability among workers and neighbors in Buenos Aires, but feudal instincts soon take over as the nation careers backward through history toward an evergreater state of dissolution and repression. Women lose the vote and the provinces fall again under the power of caudillos. The rapid erasure of technological supports reveals the extent to which social and cultural evolution is dependent on the history of technology.
The written book, we are led to understand, is only one stage in the development of human culture, and as transient as any other technology. In fact, books are among the first objects to be jettisoned in the battle against the "intemperie" and the fleeing hordes. With deep irony, Mairal describes the confiscation of all books in Buenos Aires, commandeered for the purpose of building barricades designed to keep the encroaching provincial masses out of the city proper, in a last and ultimately futile attempt to shore up the privileges of the social and cultural elite, who are perfectly ready to sacrifice their accumulated wealth of knowledge and learning in order to defend their private property. However, Mairal's depiction of the primitive Ú tribe, with whom María enjoys relative peace and equality, suggests that-unlike in Plop-the loss of literate culture does not mean the loss of human civilization. As María reflects, "Yo abandoné mis ideas de alfabetizarlos. No le encontraba sentido. . . . ¿Para qué enseñarles a fosilizar su conocimiento, si les iba cayendo como el agua de generación en generación?" (I abandoned my idea of teaching them to read and write. I couldn't find any reason for it. . . . Why teach them to fossilize their knowledge, if it drips like water from one generation to the next?). 32 The tribe may not be literate, but its members are not lacking in the kind of ceremonies and collective practices that-along with archives, maps, and all forms of prosthetic memory-make up what Roger Bartra refers to as the "exocerebral networks" that complete the neuronal circuits of our brains and that allow for intergenerational transmission.
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With the Ú tribe, María finds that "el tiempo se dejaba habitar" (time allowed one to inhabit it):
34 there is a harmony between the state of technical evolution and social evolution that Stiegler finds to be especially elusive in our own era, given its increased rate of innovation and change. 35 Mairal's representation of the tribe cannot be dismissed as a nostalgia for a preindustrial era, however: he leaves us in no doubt concerning the tribe's suffering through lack of medical treatment, for example. Instead, the key purpose of this episode within the narrative of El año del desierto is to demonstrate the fact that what makes us human is the capacity and desire to use tools to shape the environment around us rather than merely to adapt to it, and to preserve and transmit culture beyond the span of our own lives, through whatever technical objects may be fashioned from the materials around us. Literary culture, Mairal suggests, is just one way that we have experienced and shaped the world, and not necessarily the most sensuous or immediate.
Carl Freedman argues that "science fiction and the novel of historical realism both involve a Lukácsian dialectic of historical identity and historical difference," as both draw attention to what separates or unites the present with the future or the past. 36 Mairal's novel, as we have seen, can certainly be placed within this historicizing matrix, providing a robust demonstration of the historical and realist grounding of science fiction. However, it goes further to suggest the extent to which technical developments are not simply markers of historical time, but-as in Stiegler-responsible for creating an awareness of time itself. It is the memory preserved in the tools and artifacts that precede and survive us as individuals that, as Ian James explains, "constitutes us, at a fundamental level, as temporal beings who are aware of a past, experience a present and anticipate a future." 37 Within this same logic, in Mairal's novel, as in Pinedo's Plop, it is the disappearance of such material supports that erases both the past and the future. The apocalypse it imagines is therefore not so much the end of the world (or Argentina, at any rate) and the advent of a new one, so much as the end of time through the loss of the cultural and technical memory that has underpinned human evolution. The last few humans in Argentina are destined to die out quickly as they turn to cannibalism, while salvation and regeneration is to be found only on the other side of the Atlantic, in a silent library where María is eventually able to recover, surrounded by books and old maps.
Cruz diablo: Technics, Psychopower, and the Cybernetic Gaucho Eduardo Blaustein's Cruz diablo plunges the reader into an alternative temporality, in which certain aspects of Argentine society have progressed into the future while others have regressed into the past. The country is strewn with the relics of old machines and screens, many of which surpass our own technological achievements but are now obsolete or beyond repair in the novel's narrative world, like the three-dimensional hologram on the city bus that flickers and cracks up. The Central City, the seat of the country's weakened military government, stands adjacent to the old Buenos Aires. If Buenos Aires now boasts more shire horses and carts than cars, things are not a great deal better next door: even the Central City has no budget for repairs to its lighting system. Outside of the cities, most of the country's population lives in "villas virtuales," slum enclaves whose pacified inhabitants are permanently connected to an image generator, while others live in a land of frontier towns, strongholds, and Indian camps.
The novel appears to take place in the future, and there is mention of the aftermath of a large-scale napalm attack in one region of the country. On the other hand, aspects of the novel immerse us in a recognizably nineteenthcentury scenario of indigenous uprisings, warring regional governors, and territorial disputes with neighboring Chile and Brazil. Still other references place us in the more recent past, with continual references to the armed revolts of the Montoneros in the 1970s and the repressive military response. Fascinated by the uniquely perverse trajectory of Argentine history, some Germans arrive to make a documentary about the nation. They explain that the country is now the product of divergent temporalities: "Hay algunos pedazos de Argentina y otros que eran Argentina que es como si hubieran dado una vuelta de campana en el tiempo" (There are some bits of Argentina and others that are Argentina as if it had somersaulted backward in time).
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Time has not simply flowed forward, they claim; at a moment of crisis, it also began to move backward. The tangled temporalities of Cruz diablo allow Blaustein to conflate several historical periods into one in order to mark essential continuities between them, in an even more radical fashion than in El año del desierto.
Cruz diablo offers several potential explanations of the crisis it depicts, many of which paint a satirical picture of an Argentine modernization that turns out to be nothing more than a veneer of progress. It is clear that social change has not kept pace with technological advance: instead, national identity continues to be defined by unresolved conflicts from the recent and more distant past. We might read this as a hyperbolic instance of the relationship Stiegler observes between the technical system and the social system, in which the former is always in advance of the latter, meaning that "the transformations of the technical system regularly bring in their wake upheavals of the social system, which can completely destabilize it," 39 and "the adjustment between technical evolution and social tradition always encounters moments of resistance, since technical change, to a greater or lesser extent, disrupts the familiar reference points of which all culture consists."
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Cruz diablo implies that Argentina is characterized by the persistence of precisely such disjunctures between technological advance and social and cultural backwardness.
Moreira, the novel's protagonist, is fascinated by the theory of the "Hombre Aturdido" (Bewildered Man), widely held in a previous generation. The theory proposes that man, unlike other animals, reached a limit in his capacity to adapt to his environment and began to show the following symptoms: "atrofia de los sentidos, anulación de las percepciones espaciales más simples, completa anulación de la facultad de enfrentar y superar las situaciones nuevas que él mismo había desencadenado" (atrophy of the senses, suppression of the most simple spatial perceptions, complete eradication of the capacity to confront and overcome the new situations that he himself had triggered). 41 The rate of innovation simply outstripped man's capacity to adapt to his new circumstances:
Demasiado vértigo-se decía-para un cerebro limitado y un cuerpo fofo. Excesivos cambios y sobrecarga de estímulos y mucha aceleración y todo demasiado complejo, demasiado olvidable.
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Too much vertigo-it was said-for a limited brain and a flabby body. Excessive changes and an overload of stimuli and a lot of acceleration and everything too complicated, too forgettable.
Having gained currency, this alarming theory led to a flight to the countryside by some of the nation's citizens, searching for their roots in the land, to a revolt by others against the state as an artificial construction, and to the rise of sects gathering to seek a solution.
The advent of cerebral implants succeeded in pacifying the majority and returning them to a state of general contentment. Implants are now available for foreign languages, or for the quick assimilation of whole degree courses; they can also cure depression or alcohol dependence, guarantee popularity or simulate journeys to Jupiter's moons. The entertainment systems of the "villas virtuales" (virtual shantytowns) keep most of the country's population in such thrall that they would forget to eat if mealtimes were not regulated. Blaustein presents a terrifying vision of the pacifying effect of mass culture within a society of control. It is one that lends support to Stiegler's view that forms of biopower are now being replaced by psychopower, exerted over citizens with the aid of the burgeoning mnemotechnical industry. While Foucault's "biopower" describes the "explosion of numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugations of bodies and the control of populations," 43 Stiegler's "psychopower" gains control through a manipulation of consciousness:
Psycho-power is the systematic organisation of the capture of attention made possible by the psycho-technologies that have developed with the radio (1920), with television (1950) and with digital technologies (1990), spreading all over the planet through various forms of networks, and resulting in a constant industrial canalization of attention.
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Hooked up to image generators in the "villas virtuales," the great majority of Argentine citizens in Cruz diablo are subjected to this "canalization of attention" that Stiegler describes elsewhere as a growing synchronization of consciousnesses as thousands or even millions of viewers consume the same programs at the same time across the world, 45 a phenomenon that militates against individuation. 46 Moreira is disturbed by such synchronization, saying of the villa inhabitants:
I'm not sure what the matter is with them. They are made to see things; sometimes several or even many of them see the same thing, as if they were all inside one brain. And it has to be a huge brain, chief, because there can be thousands of guys, from different villas, a long way away from each other, seeing things together, mulling over the same thing.
Technology is, then, for Stiegler, a "pharmakon," a term he borrows from Derrida to refer to its nature as both poison and remedy. Contemporary technics "reveals itself at one and the same time as human power [puissance] and as the power for the self-destruction of humanity." 48 As he explains, "Technicization is what produces loss of memory, as was already the case in Plato's Phaedrus."
49 It can extend the capacity of the mind to retain information, perform complex calculations, and develop new skills, but it may also control the mind, taming it into placidity. This paradox is fundamental in the narrative of Cruz diablo, which-like Plop and El año del desierto-is centrally concerned with the question of the role of technics in the intergenerational transmission of culture.
Stiegler suggests that "the development of industries of memory, imagination, and information engender[s] the fact and the feeling of a gigantic memory hole, a loss of connection with the past." 50 This is patently the scenario of Cruz diablo, in which the expansion of the mnemotechnical industry only throws into relief the rapid loss of the nation's history and cultural heritage. Moreira, a kind of cyber-gaucho, travels the length and breadth of the territory to gather diverse songs, stories, tools, machines, and other repositories of social and cultural knowledge that have fallen into disuse or been entirely forgotten. These are rare vestiges of past traditions within a population that has decided to content itself with artificial implants and virtual experiences. Moreira has been made the recipient of a neural implant transferred to him on the death of Carfi, one of the few inhabitants of the country who still has the ability to sing, an art that is inexplicably dying out. Society's reliance on technics for the transmission of culture between generations is poignantly highlighted, as the external supports carrying the memory of a nation and its evolution over time are left in rusting heaps, to be rescued and repaired only by Moreira and a few like him. The novel's own self-conscious embedding within past literary models demonstrates their enduring power in the present, for better or for worse. As Edward King observes, Blaustein's Moreira harks back to Eduardo Gutiér-rez's novel of the same name, based on a real story and published in serial form in 1879-80, and inherits his predecessor's character as a nomadic outlaw and "frontier figure," wheeling and dealing with groups on opposing sides.
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Although the many rewritings inspired by the novel often cast Moreira as an icon of popular resistance and the archetypal victim of state violence, the original character-as Juan Pablo Dabove suggests-was a much more ambiguous figure. Like Blaustein's Moreira, he was prone to making pragmatic allegiances with individuals in power or to switching sides when such a move might bring economic advantage.
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Cruz diablo is also an ironic and cybernetic rewriting of Sarmiento's foundational text Facundo (1845), and particularly those passages within it that study the figure of the gaucho: the disaffected horseman who roamed the Argentine pampas and whose power-in Sarmiento's eyes-was an impediment to progress. The gaucho, living at the margins of the law and resistant to assimilation into the nation's civilizing project, nevertheless seemed to epitomize the national character, and Sarmiento betrays a clear admiration for his skills. Like the gaucho in Facundo, Moreira is reserved and serious by nature, a loner, and a man who lives with the constant presence of death. In Sarmiento's nomenclature, he resembles both the "rastreador" (tracker), who can follow the scents and trails of any animal, and the "baqueano" (expert guide), who knows, like the back of his hand, "veinte mil leguas cuadradas de llanuras, bosques y montañas" (twenty thousand square leagues of plains, woods, and mountains).
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Moreira is often described in ways that recall the gaucho way of life and the particular skills needed for surviving in the pampas. He knows how to travel around the country, "haya ruta, camino, rastrillada, huella, lo que sea" (whether by road, path, trail, animal track, whatever). 54 However, repeated epithets combine the folkloric with the cybernetic: he is a "rastreador por pantalla" (on-screen tracker) 55 and a "rastreador de software" (software tracker), 56 who now, as a cyber-gaucho, embodies tradition in the form of Carfi's singing implant. He is described more than once as an "hombre de habilidades cambiantes" (man of changeable skills), 57 and the introduction of the implant makes this more true than ever. Again like the gauchos in Facundo, Moreira's skills and knowledge are highly prized by those in power, who may learn to use them to control the populace: he has contacts in all tribes and groups and an understanding of local power struggles that is second to none. But here he is most valued, it seems, for his knowledge of arts and cultures that are fast disappearing. He is a "viajero, traficante y negociador de frontera, recopilador de artes perdidas" (traveler, trafficker, and frontier negotiator, a compiler of lost arts), 58 a "viajador y recopilador de fábulas ajenas" (traveler and compiler of other's tales), 59 and a "recopilador de datos perdidos" (compiler of lost information). 60 His fascination with old machinery is likened on many occasions to his equal interest in old stories and songs that are falling into disuse.
Indeed, one of Sarmiento's gaucho types was the "gaucho cantor" (singer gaucho), whom he likens to a medieval troubadour, and who, in Sarmiento's words-much like Moreira in Cruz diablo-"se mueve en la misma escena, entre las luchas de las ciudades y del feudalismo de los campos, entre la vida que se va y la vida que se acerca" (moves on the same stage, between the battles of the cities and the feudalism of the countryside, between the life that is disappearing and the life that is approaching).
61 His role as chronicler, Sarmiento claims, would be of huge benefit to a future historian, but only if there were not a more cultured society at hand, with superior knowledge of events, that is eminently more qualified to write the history of the nation.
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In Blaustein's novel, that more cultured society does not exist, or it has long since lost interest in old stories and customs, leaving Moreira one of the few remaining individuals with access to the nation's past: its folklore, legends, and forms of life.
In other respects, however, Blaustein paints a picture of a nation in which the transmission of traditions and conflicts of the past has had a radically paralyzing effect, as cultural memory serves only to entrap its citizens even more deeply in unresolvable tensions. With the help of the German documentary-makers, Julio comes to see that es que hubo tanto revisionismo histórico, tanto revolvimos en la memoria a medida que nos hundíamos, tanto necesitábamos agarrarnos de algo, tanta provincia odiando primero a Buenos Aires y después a Ciudad Central, tanto montonerismo, indigenismo y tanto no sé qué, que al final nos descolgamos del mundo, volvimos para atrás. 63 there has been so much historical revisionism, so much rummaging around in memory while we sank deeper and deeper, we had such a need to grab onto something, so many provinces hating first Buenos Aires and then the Central City, so much Montonerism, indigenism and so much this, that, and the other, that in the end we left the world behind, we moved backward.
In Blaustein's world, these internal conflicts have provided such a sense of identity through crisis that the nation is unable to move beyond them to embrace the future.
Old discourses and ideologies in Cruz diablo are either stultifying or su-premely ironic in their optimism concerning the nation's future. Nineteenthcentury dreams and divisions echo hollowly through the text. Descriptions of the Indians as disinclined to engage in work or commerce could have been lifted from the pages of Facundo or José Hernández's Martín Fierro (1872, 1879) . 64 Moreira is presented with the gift of a miniature bust of Sarmiento with a button that causes his eyes to light up and his chin to move up and down, "como una máquina parlante de circo" (like a talking machine from the circus), as he pronounces the phrase: "Cuando haya un gobierno culto y ocupado de los intereses de la Nación, ¡qué de empresas, qué de movimiento industrial!" (When there is a civilized government with the interests of the Nation at heart, what enterprises there will be, what industrial activity!).
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His words take on a grotesque irony in the context of the novel's industrial failure and the weakness and self-interest of its central government. The bust is a gift from a schoolteacher whose computer system Moreira has managed to coax into functioning again. As Fernando Reati observes, this episode presents a particularly acerbic critique of the demise of the public school system that had once been the pride of the nation; even when operational again, the school's digital library is full of outdated texts containing visions of the nation's glory that have long since been proved false.
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Cultural tradition in Cruz diablo has become a meaningless label. We discover that many of the Indians that populate the novel are not actually members of indigenous tribes or their descendents: it has become a lifestyle choice of rebellious living for those who do not wish to enter the "villas virtuales." The "Indians" speak a strange mixture of porteño slang 67 inflected with an overuse of gerunds that is supposed to evoke the speech patterns of indigenous people: "Ché, boludo, contestá. . . . Así que no teniendo armas Moreira pelotudo?" (Hey, jerk, Nothing of indigenous culture remains except for these empty signs and slogans, circulating in a society that has forgotten most of its true heritage but retained its age-old penchant for violence and internal divisions.
Singing, and listening to singing, are presented as a more authentic and profound way of connecting with the past, a way of recalling what would otherwise be lost but that enlightens rather than oppresses, regenerating an affective experience in a people wearied by ideological strife and depersonalized by the homogenizing effects of consumer culture. When Carfi sang, Era ponerse a escucharlo y sentir que uno iba cambiando por adentro, como si una luz se le metiera y encontrara cosas que uno no conocía que tenía, o que sí sabía pero las había perdido, se había olvidado. Pedazos que se van perdiendo en tantos años, por ahí de personas o paisajes de cuando se es chico, sensaciones.
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If you started to listen you felt that you were changing inside, as if a light shone there and found things you didn't know you had, or you did know but you had lost them, you had forgotten. Bits of things that get lost over so many years, perhaps people or landscapes from when you were small, feelings.
Singing thus counters the deindividuating, synchronizing effect of mass culture, restoring a memory of an individual past.
The chief executives of the Gobierno Central, sniffing potential profits, stop at little in their quest to assume control of the Carfi implantnow stored in Moreira's brain-to test its marketability. Unfortunately, the singing implant significantly underperforms, providing a poor substitute for the original. Having survived an intensely traumatic psychic experience in which his self struggles to assimilate the other voices that entered his head along with the implant, Moreira can only manage to squeeze out three scratchy notes. The novel laments the loss of "las fuentes de creación" ("sources of creation") like Carfi: 71 the only music now available is a bland, formulaic, programmed variety. At the end of the novel Moreira rejects an offer to become the source of a program of stories and songs for the benefit of the bedridden inhabitants of the "villas virtuales." The corporation in Ciudad Central offers to "convertirlo en experiencia, diseñar un programa de consumo masivo con centro en Moreira" (convert him into an experience, design a program for mass consumption with its center in Moreira).
having become monotonous and uniform, there being "nada nuevo bajo el sol" (nothing new under the sun).
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Cruz diablo thus powerfully illustrates Stiegler's understanding of technics as pharmakon. In Nathan Van Camp's summary, which can be read as an apt description of the dilemma at the heart of Blaustein's novel, On the one hand, mnemotechnics constitutes nothing less than the condition of possibility of tradition and collective memorization as such, but on the other, the industrial exploitation of the mnemotechnical system which we are currently experiencing tends toward the destruction of both psychic and collective individuation processes.
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If prostheses-the use of which is the defining feature of human cultureprovide a liberating and enabling source of knowledge and skills, they may also be co-opted by the state (or another power) for the purposes of social and psychic control. In Blaustein's very Argentine tale, another paradox is overlaid on the first: if technics connect us to the past and expand our experience beyond the individual, accumulating skills and knowledge over the generations, technological advance may fatally outstrip the evolution of social systems, or even mire us even more deeply within unresolved conflicts from the past.
Conclusion: The End of (Universal) History
Although Plop, El año del desierto, and Cruz diablo imagine unfamiliar, apocalyptic worlds, they make a significant contribution to an understanding of the role of technics in our own. They do so by historicizing literary and artistic culture, charting the rise and fall of the book, examining questions of cultural transmission and exploring the cultural and social impact of mnemotechnics. If Fukuyama's theories of universal history express a desire for, and an anticipation of, a better (more liberal, more egalitarian) future, Stiegler's work on technics explores what it is that enables us to project ourselves into the future at all. His answer is that it is technics that allows us to understand ourselves within time and to construct a horizon of temporality, as it is what frees us from the daily battle for survival and enables us to create a future for ourselves that is not determined by our adaptive capacity. These three novels share this insight, observing the tightly coevolved relationship between human culture and its material tools and inscriptions, and by dem-onstrating how quickly our sense of progress, and even temporality itself, dissipates in their absence.
The dramatic reversal of Argentina's fortunes over the twentieth century provides a powerful backdrop for experiments in alternative, nonlinear temporalities that challenge a belief in a homogeneous line of evolution that all nations are destined to follow, toward greater rationality and development. These novels cannot endorse a version of history as "a single, coherent, evolutionary pro cess" in the way that Fukuyama proposes, a belief that even he acknowledges to be difficult to maintain after the political disasters of the twentieth century. 75 Any belief in the inevitability of progress-scientific, social, or moral-has been badly shaken by the events of Argentina's recent history. As Elsa Drucaroff writes, with reference to Mairal's evocation of the Crisis of 2001, "Es horrendamente fácil para los lectores imaginar, en este tiempo, un final, un desastre irreversible. No hay que leer ciencia-ficción, basta con el Clarín" (It is horrendously easy for readers to imagine, at this point in time, an ending, an irreversible disaster. You don't need to read science fiction, just read Clarín). 76 In the hyperbolic temporal reversals of Cruz diablo and El año del desierto-and also, perhaps, of Plop-it is not difficult to detect the expression of a common anxiety concerning a nation that has dropped out of the global race and confounded linear models of historical development. The specter of scarcity hovers over the two post-Crisis novels, Plop and El año del desierto, which trace a rapid transition from a capitalist economy based on money and accumulation to one based on barter, subsistence, and feudalism.
In their emphasis on technics and cultural transmission, however, these novels move beyond their local context to explore the nature of human evolution in much broader terms. The relationship between temporality and technics will be taken up in chapter 6, with a discussion of four films that also mount a critique of the historicist, universalizing discourses of modernity, but in which the utopian potential of technics is more clearly expressed.
